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 Musk “DKs” the Twitter trade much to the market’s liking (for now) 
 Positioning is thought to be light; we still do not think so 
 Disinflation?  Maybe but it does not matter at these levels 
 Housing is not looking any better 
 Consumer Sentiment sinks again 
 Manufacturing is slowing again 
 Retail Sales are slowing, Inventories are rising, the Consumer is pulling back 
 The equity market is only listening to some Fed speakers 
 An absence of news lets oil drift higher 
 Chart Crime of the week 
 Quick Hits 

 Last 5d % YTD % 1yr % 
S&P 500 4,089  2.2% -13.9% -0.7% 
QQQ $306.17  1.9% -22.9% -5.7% 
US 10 YR 2.88% 3.00% 1.51% 1.64% 
USD/DXY 103.3 104.0 96.0 89.8 
VIX 26.1% 32.6% 17.2% 21.3% 
Oil $105.66  7.6% 49.5% 69.6% 

     
*10yr, DXY, and VIX are levels not changes  
** Oil is front month futures, beware  

 

The market seemingly bounced for a variety of reasons.  The latest crypto blowup is behind us.  Positioning has 
turned too negative, and shorts are overextended.  China is planning on reopening its economy.  The Chinese 
rhetoric against its Big Tech is cooling.  There are questions as to whether we have reached peak inflation.  Some 
think the Russian invasion is slowly diminishing in impact as the shock wears off.  And maybe, just maybe, the 
Fed will not be as hawkish (so they will not raise rates too aggressively).  But we think it all comes down to Elon 
Musk.  His actions would have played perfectly in The Cigar Store Indian as he is trying to renege on his purchase 
of Twitter.  Or rather, his bankers cried uncle when Musk’s collateralized Tesla stock continued to plummet.  As 
we mentioned last week, he is going through the motions to find alternative financing (billionaire buddies, 
private equity preferred debt, there is even talk that he is looking to sell some of his SpaceX stock).  But 
ultimately, he wants out of the hastily planned takeover (he is still being sued by the SEC for filing the wrong 
documents relating to the takeover which we think underscore his boneheaded misstep).  And just as we said 
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last week, Tesla being released from the Twitter shackles is a relief to the market.  Alas, we think all these 
reasons are just short-term motivations for panicky short covering.  We think there are plenty of ominous signs 
giving reason to remain cautious.  Credit spreads continue to widen (including interbank financing) assuming the 
junkier issuers can even raise debt (Carvana did not have any takers on its junk bond, so it had to negotiate at 
gunpoint with private equity firm Apollo).  Ford is blowing out of its Rivian stake as it can see the writing on the 
wall.  And as for the Fed, chairman Powell made it clear that it will “keep pushing” interest rates higher until we 
see “inflation is coming down in a clear and convincing way.”  One interesting take on this was from the bond 
strategist at BMO, “once the Fed starts hiking, they continue until something breaks.”  However, we would note 
that Vol is compressing on down days again.  Instead of thinking this is an all clear for us, we think it is an all 
clear to buy Puts at a cheaper price.  Moreover, 2-yr Treasury yields shot higher today flattening the curve.  And 
the USD index weakened (against the basket of large Fx like Euro, GBP, JPY, CAD, CHF, and SEK).  If the Fed was 
tapping the breaks, or if the probability of recession had faded, these markets would be doing the opposite. 

This chart shows how bad Asian yields have been.  But the move in US spreads (yields minus Treasury rates) is 
starting to accelerate. 

 

 Positioning is thought to be light; we still do not think so 

Here is a positioning chart from JP Morgan (courtesy of themarketear…we do not know why they use such poor 
graphics).  Some have interpreted this chart to mean positioning has come down substantially.  We do not.  This 
chart uses z-score math which basically just adjusts everything for recent volatility in the numbers.  Since 
volatility in positioning has been very low over the last seven years (people have been positioned aggressively 
long without much variance other than the Fed rate shock of late 2018 and of course at the onset of the virus-
fear), a quick change registers more loudly than its magnitude would normally warrant.  Our point is, not being 
as aggressively long does not mean light positioning. 
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Merrill’s Fund Manager Survey tries to echo that positioning is soft.  Its lead exhibit is the “20-year high in cash 
levels” at 6.1%.  It has been a while since we harkened the top pet-peeve of the indomitable Cliff Asness, but 
there is no such thing as “cash levels” on the aggregate level (excluding corporate actions like buybacks and 
stock issuance).  If Joe raises cash by selling stock, then Suzy is reducing her cash when she buys stock from Joe!  
Moving on, Merrill says investors have record short positions in Tech and are overweight defensives like Staples 
and Healthcare.  But Merrill sums it with, “missing full capitulation.”  On this part, we agree. 

 Disinflation?  Maybe but it does not matter at these levels 

The change in the Producer Price Index for April (PPI or input prices) mimicked the Consumer Price Index (CPI):  
It downticked slightly from March but is still raging.  11% was the reading (11.2% in March).  The “core” rate was 
an increase of 8.8% (9.2% in March).  Not much has changed here.  Perhaps we are seeing the very beginning of 
disinflation.  But do not get us wrong, we do not think we are anywhere near the point of the Fed achieving its 
desired result (and thus stopping their rate hikes).  This is especially true as we see energy prices starting to 
accelerate again. 

 Housing is not looking any better 

The Housing Market Index (the homebuilder survey) sank for the fifth month in a row.  The May number can be 
called a collapse as it is now below the pre-virus-fear level.  All three components of the index fell sharply.  
Current Sales Conditions remains the strongest.  Future Sales Expectations and Buyer traffic are all miserable. 

 Consumer Sentiment sinks again 
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The University of Michigan’s Consumer Sentiment Index sank to a 10-year low in May after a brief uptick in April.  
This is understandable considering this sentiment reading is particularly sensitive to inflation (especially food 
and gas prices).  The other sentiment gage, Consumer Confidence, is more reliant on the Labor market (and 
hence it has strong readings). 

 Manufacturing is slowing again 

Industrial Production for April improved vs March, but Manufacturing slowed.  This means oil & gas production 
and mining were the strongest segments which is not surprising (this is due to price increases not volume 
increases). 

The Empire Manufacturing Index for May fell sharply into negative territory.  The strong April reading seems to 
be the outlier as the trend was poor before that higher surprise. 

 Retail Sales are slowing, Inventories are rising, the Consumer is pulling back 

Retail Sales in April slowed again.  There have been loads of revisions in this data, but the crux is that January 
was an increase of 2.7%, February 1.7%, March 1.4%, and April 0.9%. 

Business Inventories increased in March.  Walmart’s Earnings tell this story the best.  It has slowing sales, 
compressing margins, and inventories building.  This does not bode well. 

 The equity market is only listening to some Fed speakers 

In addition to chairman Powell’s aggressive comments about battling inflation, Charles Evans of the Chicago Fed 
echoed the same sentiment.  Loretta Mester of the Cleveland Fed (aka Carol Burnett) reiterated her firm stance 
and what needs to be done (hike to squash inflation).  But apparently, the equity market only focused on Jim 
Bullard’s comments (president of the St. Louis Fed).  He tamed some of his recent rhetoric.  When asked about 
whether the Fed needs to consider “much more dramatic action in the near term,” he said the Fed was on the 
right path with the 50bps rate hikes expected in coming meetings.  This differs from his previous stance of 
thinking a 75bps “shock” hike might be necessary.  He also said he does not think the Fed is behind the curve in 
clamping down on inflation as the market as done much of the heavy lifting already. 

We recently noted that former Fed speakers are coming out of the woodwork to offer their two cents worth.  
The most notable is Ben Bernanke who created all this Quantitative Easing, Zero Interest Rate Policy (ZIRP), and 
everything else that is wrong with the interest rate market today.  He thinks this Fed waited too long in hiking 
rates.  This does not do us much good now.  But it does tell us what we already know:  This Fed is stuck between 
a rock and a hard place. 

 An absence of news lets oil drift higher 

News from the oil patch was a little quiet for a change.  But this lack of headlines and the resulting upward 
trajectory in oil prices tells us all we need to know:  the limited spare capacity theme is playing out.  OPEC’s 
“core 10” monthly production increased in April to 284k barrels per day vs a target of 254k.  But Libya’s 
production fell 132k bpd thanks to continued “mostly peaceful” protests.  In other words, Saudi and UAE are 
taking advantage of the higher prices while their cartel cohorts struggle to meet targets.  In another great twist 
of sadly comical irony, the US is pushing Europe to allow oil imports from Russia.  A tariff program should be 
instituted instead according to the Department of Energy (why does this exist?!).  Remember, do as the 
government says not as it does.  (We are not trying to be overtly political, we hate it when either party tries to 
mess with the basic balance of supply and demand…which happens way too often.) 

 Chart Crime of the week 
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Just when you thought we had reached the bottom of the internet and exhausted all death-sentence-quality 
chartcrimes: 

 

And for the curious, CPI in this case is the Corruption Perception index.  This woulda/coulda/shoulda been an 
interesting stat. 

 Quick Hits 
 Nancy Pelosi is proposing legislation that would enable the President to freeze gasoline prices.  
 Coinbase said clients could lose their crypto if the company goes bankrupt. 
 The market might lose their crypto for them. 
 The SEC is investigating whether crypto exchanges trade against their customers. 
 Water, Sewer, and Trash collection accounts for 1.1% of the CPI. 
 Alcoholic Beverages account for 0.9% of the CPI. 
 Bloomberg teased an article with the line “North Korea is lying about Covid.”  Generalissimo 

Franco…still dead. 
 A British court ruled that calling a man “bald” at work is sexual harassment. 
 After McDonald’s sells its 847 restaurants in Russia, they will reopen under the name 

McDowell’s (not really, but they will reopen under a knockoff brand). 

Trading:  We used this dead-cat bounce to put back on some protection that we recently took off.  We focused 
on the Fantasies and Frauds in the so-called Growth segment.  These names are still bouncing, so we might have 
acted too soon.  But we think many of these have near-zero equity value, so it will be a matter of time.  We also 
added to some of our inflation longs (Energy and Healthcare). 
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TSLAQ:  We do not have much to add to the Musk files this week.  Other than his production and sales in China 
have dropped to almost zero thanks to 0-Covid and diminishing demand in Europe (where he ships many of the 
cars made in China).   
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The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax 
advice, and it is intended to be general market commentary.  Information presented is believed to be factual 
and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of 
preparation and are subject to change. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, 
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot 
be guaranteed.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 


